moves goods for you

Swift transports in developing countries.
Transport and development go hand-in-hand. Virtually
everything traded, must be transported, and almost everyone
needs wheels to get to work or school. All around the world
there are cities in which the bicycle is used for more than
20% of all journeys - such as in China, Tanzania, Burkina Faso,
the Netherlands, Denmark, Germany, Italy, Peru and Cuba.
Simple, affordable transport generates income opportunities
in developing countries, as well as saving lots of time and
back-breaking work. People spend hours each day walking to
collect water, firewood or to access health care, school and
employment.
In these countries, moreover, head loading is very common.
This puts strain on the neck, compressing the spine, often
causing long term damage. As well as a means of transport,
a bicycle can be modified to carry heavy goods and instead of
head loading, preventing long term ailments and promoting
good health. A bicycle lightens this burden and dramatically
improves their wellbeing as well as work and education
opportunities helping to bring social change.

Bicycle can give farmers
and traders the opportunity
to reach customers further
afield, or take more produce
to markets.

Cargo bikes could do the service.
Cargo bikes make good sense for pick-up and delivery in a
local area. A good amount of goods, objects or people can
be carried around and they are absolutely zero emissions so
significantly green for the environment. There are several
models available in the market: the Bullitt Cargo Bike, the
Xtracycle Bike, the Freight bicycles,the carrier cycles, the
tricycles, box bikes, cycletrucks, or long johns for example.
All these include a cargo area consisting of an open or
enclosed box, a flat platform, or a wire basket, usually mounted
over one or both wheels, low behind the front wheel, or
between parallel wheels at either the front or rear of the
vehicle.

This type of bicycle is mostly designed for rich countries,
but what about the others that can't always afford the
same technologies?
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BamGoo differentiate from the others because the structure
is actually adaptable to many types of bikes, second hand
bikes, man, female or even children bikes and bikes that have
been re-composed using many different pieaces. The Bamgoo
element can be removed from the bike in any time it's needed
giving the users major freedom of usability.
Another relevant issue is often maintenance. Some parts
are just hard to come by in those countries and some bikes
impossible to work on. If the mechanics can't keep them
running, they aren't much use. For this reason, BamGoo
concept wants to maintain the real appearence of a normal
bike simply by applying two holders on the frame.

Development method
The idea for a future development is to collaborate with some
association or cooperative based in developing countries.
For example: Glad's House - Kenya; Bicycling Empowerment
Network - South Africa and Namibia; The Kaloko Trust - Zambia
and many others. These groups usually receive big container
with thousands of old bicycles from both national and
international development donor agencies in other countries
and organize mechanic workshops to teach people how to
mantain a bike, how to fix it and which tools are necessary. The
bikes are sometimes sold in small village shops or also given
for free.
In this context, BamGoo could be integrated as an useful
element to apply to those bikes. And because it is made
of simple natural materials that can be found directly in the
country and there is no need to have special skills for building
it. The construction of it could easily be taught in a workshop
from a volunteer or provided in a do-it-yourself manual for
production. Another possibility is that the actual mechanical
workers will be able to produce pieces of this product and then
sell them to small villages as an object already completed.
This means that other stakeholders affected by this project
would be, first of all, the organization which provides
the products or the teaching - workshop and also other
organizations which collect old bicycle in other countries.
As stated above, there are already many types of transport
using bicycle mechanics, if these companies were to produce
a more cost effective design, they could be introduced to the
third world market. Aside from these competitors, if BamGoo
was produced by local craftman, they could also become
competitors with each other.
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Further effects
Every bike or bike part
shipped to developing
countries transform lives,
communities and generations - all in a surprisingly
low cost.

Bicycle
◦Bicycles are eco-friendly
◦No production
◦Recycling and collecting
descarded bicycles and
parts
◦Easy to maintain and repair
◦Create local employment
◦People and kids can learn
new skills

Materials
◦Bamboo is one of the fast
est-growing plants on Earth,
with reported growth rates
of 250 cm in 24 hours.
◦Bamboo, like true wood, is
a natural composite material
with a high strength-toweight ratio useful for
structures.
◦Diagonal technique is easy
to make by hand.
◦Absolutaly little amount of
metal.
◦Bags can be made with
many different materials

Situation in Ghana (from WordBank)
In villages just outside the capital city of Accra, women sell
oranges they have cultivated themselves at very low prices,
because demand is limited in their immediate environment.
They walk to markets in the village, carrying the oranges on
their heads. Around 15 kilometres further away in the city
of Accra, the supply of oranges is low and the prices are
high. A distance like this can easily be covered by bicycle. If
these women had bicycles, they could increase their income
considerably. Furthermore, they would then have more time
and energy to cultivate their land and then increase their
production. The bicycle would increase both their sphere of
activity and their transport capacity. A bicycle can transport
approximately 50 kilos of goods at a speed of 8 to 10 kph.
Walking, it is possible to transport around 25 kilos at a speed of
3 to 4 kph.

The transport capacity of the bicycle is 5 times greater
than on foot, apart from the energy saved and the low
environmental impact.

Environment
◦no pollution
◦no energy or resources used
everything built and fixed by
hand
◦appropriate for local road
conditions
◦low environmental impact,
especially if the bikes are
sent by ship.

